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'Gems' Tonight To Feature
Musical, Opera Selections
By FRAN FARRELL
From the songs that will never
die "Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life,"
"Deep in My Heart, Dear" to the
songs that have just been born
"On the Street Where You Live,"
"I Could Have Danced All Night"
—is what the Music Department
of Seattle University will present
in their annual "Gems of Light
Opera" tonight, Feb. 28, at 8:15
p.m. in the Gym.
The Chorus and Chorale under
the direction of Carl Pltzer will
present selections from the "Student Prince," including "Serenade,"

—

—

—

"Golden Days" and "Drinking William McMenamin, singing "AlSong." From the Victor Herbert ways True to You in My Fashion,"
favorit-e, "Naughty Marietta," such Diane Dunne doing "I Hate Men"
songs as "I'm Falling in Love with and Don Phelps singing "Too Darn
Someone," "Tramp! Tramp! Hot." The chorus will complete
Tramp!" and "Italian Street Song" the show's selections with "Wunderbar," "Why Can't You Bewill be heard.
have?" and "So in Love."
Selections from "My Fair Lady"
will be heard, including "On the
Street Where You Live," featuring
Dick Anderson; "Wouldn't It Be
Loverly?", sung by Susan Vivilo;
and "Show Me," done by Barbara
Cole.
Incidental solos for the evening
include "Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes," to be sung by Bernice
Baumgartner; "Gypsy Love Song,"
featuring John Hill; and Janice
Morgan vocalizing in "Love Is

New German Club
Organization Told

—

porary officers were elected.
The new officers are Bob McTudder, president; Paul Chihara,
vice president and also in charge
of publicity; Marta Schnuriger,
secretary.

The German Club was formed
for two reasons: first, for a better
knowledge and understanding of
the German exchange student and
the German university student;
and second, for a richer understanding of the German language,
culture,

and history.

Legislative Trip
Slated by YR's

The Chiefs Ron Bentz, Dave
LeQuet, Don LeQuet and Ed Stasney
will do "Boogie Beat," written by Ron Bentz.
The Seattle University Singers
Shirley Anderson, Ron Bentz,
John Hill, George McCleave, Janice Morgan, Peggy Jo Pasquier,
Carol Schnuriger and William McMenamin
will present several
folk songs.
A highllte of the evening will
be selections from "The King and
I," arranged by Joseph Galluccl
and performed by him and Sandy
Plnsonneault at the organ and
piano, respectively.
Tickets for "Gems of Light
Opera" is free to all students; $1
reserved seats and 50 tf general admission for the public.
On Saturday, March 2, the same
program will be presented In Tacoma at the Jason Lee Auditorium
under the auspices of the Optimist
Club of Tacoma.

—

CARL PITZER
In the realm of modern light
opera Cole Porter's "Kiss Me,
Kate" will be given individual attention by Carolyn Steigleder and

West Point Team
Debate Set Here

"Middle East Crisis" will be the
subject for discussion next Monday, March 4, in the Student Union
Building Lounge. The occasion is
The Young Republican Club of a visit by three cadets from the
Seattle University will travel to U. S. Military Academy at West
Olympia with the Young Republi- Point, who will participate in a
can Clubs of the University of panel with two members of the SU
Washington, St. Martin's College Gavel Club. Although final conand Western College of Education. firmation has not yet been made
The SITYR's will leave campus with the Academy, the tentative
around 9 a.m. While in Olympia time for the panel is set at 8 p.m.
the YR's will tour the Capitol, sit
The cadets, members of the West
in on a session of the State Legislature and attend a luncheon. Rep- Point Debate Council and Forum,
resentative "Rocky" Lidell will are touring the West Coast as a
part of the academy's public relaspeak to the group.
Anyone wishing to accompany tions program. Cadet Don Ley, cothe club should call GI. 4813 to ordinator for the group, is a '53
graduate of Seattle University and
obtain a ride, or for any additional
in correspondence has stated: "I
information.
The winner of the all-expense- anticipate this trip with a great
Iwill always
paid trip to Olympia, prize of the deal of pleasure.
YR contest, will be announced at retain many fond memories of my
the mixer Friday night, March 1. days at Broadway and Madison."
Chosen by popular vote to represent the Gavel Club in this disREQUIESCANT IN PACE
cussion are Jeanne Bramble and
Students and Faculty were
Fred Jensen. Jeanne, a freshman
saddened to learn of the death
sociology major from Los Angeles,
last week of the mothers of two
recently won first place trophies
students, Don D. Wright, a
for discussion on the same topic
Spectator feature writer, and
at the Northwest Invitational and
Don Willis. Our prayers and
CPS tourneys. Fred Jensen, a sendeepest sympathies are extendior C&F major, has been an active
ed to these students and their
Gavel Club member during the
families in their sorrow.
past two years.

...

Chieftain Kickoff Lunch
Scheduled for March 7
A civic appreciation luncheon, mittee members, who will offer
honoring the members of the 1957 tickets for sale, include: Harry
Chieftain varsity basketball team, Thompson, William Muehe, Jr., Arwill be held on Thursday, March nold Manning, Dr. Paul O'Hollaren,
7, at 12:15 p.m. in the Spanish Gerard Welch, Ed Green, Murdock
McPherson, Arthur Evered, Robert
Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel.
The Chieftain cage team which Barnhart, Eugene Hauck, Steve
has posted one of the best records Morrissey, Victor Abdo, John Hedthis season in the school's history, rick, Dennis Dennehy, Henry Ivers,
will be accorded a send-off as they Steve Selak, Angelo Magnano,
prepare for their seventh-straight Charles Clary, Dr. Walter Moore
post-season tournament this one and George Stuntz.
Co-chairmen with Ursino are
the 1957 National Invitational
Tournament at Madison Square Ralph Malone, Dr. Walter S.
Brown, Joseph Lanza, Dr. Bernard
Garden.
The banquet is being sponsored McConville, Dr. Matthew Evoy and
by the Chieftain Grant-in-Aid Club William O'Connell, Jr.
and the SU Alumni Association.
Tickets are priced at $2.50 and
Frank Ursino is chairman. Com- are available in the Alumni office.

—

—

Where You Find It."

The newly formed German Club
of SU met for the first time
Wednesday night, Feb. 20. Tem-

—

Y. Repubs Mixer Friday
Highlights 'Queen' Choice
Taking its cue from the nationally known TV and radio program,
"Queen for a Day," the Seattle
University Young Republicans
Club has titled its mixer, "Queen
for a Night." The mixer is slated
for tomorrow night, March 1, at
8:45 p.m. The mixer is the last
one scheduled before Lent.
According to Publicity Chairman
John Brennan, each co-ed attending the dance will write her name
on a slip of paper. From these
names the "Queen for a Night"
will be drawn.
During the evening the Queen
will be crowned and presented with
gifts by the Young Republicans
officers: President Franc Schuckardt, Vice Prexy Terry Flanagan,

Secretary Dan Locke and Treasurer Cathy Chihara. Among the
presents the

Queen will receive is
jewelry donated by Chihara Jewelry.
At the same time the name of
the winner of the Young Republican membership drive will be announced. He, or she, will receive
an all-expensepaid trip to Olympia
with the Young Republicans on
Saturday, March 2.
The following members of the
Young Republicans are acting as
committee chairmen for the event:
Dan Locke, general chairman;
Nancy Plumb, decorations; John
Brennan, publicity; and Bill Hartinger and Dave Wallace, Queen's
committee.

Ticket on NIT Trip Sodality Meeting
Goes On Sale Fri. Planned Sunday

How can an SU student afford to
attend the NIT in New York ? The
ASSU office announces that, under
their sponsorship, a drawing in
which a round-trip ticket to New
York will be the prize will get
under way tomorrow, Friday,
March 1. The price of the tickets
will be 25 cents each.
The office further explains that
1,000 tickets must be sold to pay
for the plane ticket and printing
costs. Not more than 1,200 tickets
will be sold, and any profits will
go toward the payment of the recently acquired electric mega-

phone.

In an official statement, ASSU
President Bob Martin had this to
say: "The question may arise as
to why the ASSU is sponsoring
this drawing. This office does not
wish to see the entrance of the
SU Chieftains in the NIT being
exploited to bolster the treasuries
of any organization. Our purpose
is this: To enable at least one more
SU student to attend the tournament. Any profits that might be
acquired are secondary in nature
rather than primary. We are certain that you, the students, will
support this undertaking and that
you would prefer to have it done
in this manner."

The final general Sodality meeting of this quarter will be held in
the Student Lounge at 2 p.m. next
Sunday, March 3.
As the Lenten season is approaching, discussion at the meeting will include the adoption of
plans for Lenten projects.
A Day of Recollection, also the
last to be held this quarter, will
be held before the general meeting.
The theme of the meeting, from
11 a.m. to 1:45 p.m. in the Student
Lounge, will be "Mental Prayer."
Sodalists are reminded that they
must attend both the general
meeting and one Day of Recollection to retain membership in the
Sodality.
Next Saturday, March 2, is the
First Saturday of the month, and
Mass in honor of Our Lady will
be recited at 8:15 a.m. in St. James
Cathedral. All students are invited
to attend this monthly Mass, sponsored by Our Lady's Committee of
the Sodality.

ASH WEDNESDAY

Ashes will be distributed on
Ash Wednesday, March 6, at
8 a.m., 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 11 a.m.,
and at 12 noon in the Chapel.

Barbershop Quartet Parade
To Draw.. Northwest Talent

."
"Sweet Adeline, my Adeline
This and many other such familiar
tunes will soon be running through
the minds of faculty and students
when the Barbershop Quartet Parade makes its second annual appearance at 8:15 p.m. on March 9
in the SU gym.
According to Jim Higgins, chairman, "The program this year
promises to be even more successful and entertaining than last
year's performance." Topnotch
professional singers have been engaged to keep the audience delightfully happy for two solid
hours of entertainment.
On hand to make the parade one
of the biggest productions of the
year will be the well known Note
Clippers of Spokane and the Rip
Chords, winners of the Arthur Godfrey Talent Scout program last
year. Lending their harmonizing
talents to the evening will be the
Bellevue Chorus, the top chorus
group of the Northwest, and the
Agony Four, past Northwest Barbershop Quartet winners, as well
as StJ's own ever popular Chiefs.
Tickets, $1 for students and
$1.75 for adults, will go on sale
Monday, March 4, at Sherman and
Clay and Wednesday, March 6, in
the Chieftain and at the LA Information Booth from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. Proceeds from the show will
finance a scholarship for a deserving SU music student to be chosen
later by Rev. Daniel J. Reidy, S.J.
Leading the Parade sponsored by
the A-Phi-O's will be Bob Bruck,
master of ceremonies also in
charge of stage production, along
with Santos Contreras. Business

manager Jerry Ley will be aided

by Ray Bergman and Sam Brown,
handling programs, and Jack
Fecker and John Edwards, furnishing publicity. Ticket chairman is

John McQuire, with Pat Martin
handling sound. Others are John
Broell and Dave Morris on lighting
and Marty James and Jim Wild,
decorations.

The Rip Chords, a nationally known vocal group, will be one of the
featured quartets at the Barbershop Parade scheduled for March 9.
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On the Common :

Boston pipe party

CHARLES LECHT

A few weeks ago Imade a trip
to Massachusetts. This would certainly have been an ordinary trip
had it not been for the location of
my hotel in Cambridge, the City
of Harvard fame. Istayed at the
Hotel Commander, just off Harvard Square on the Common, and
overlooking Radcliffe College, a
source of females which provide
companionship for the studious
men of Harvard.
Ican still picture the banner
hanging outside the ivy covered
dormitory walls of that exclusive
and dignified women's college
which boasted, "When Harvard
men are made, Radcliffe girls will
make them."
It was on a Monday that Idecided to tour the famous Harvard

campus and the surrounding locale. What, no Indians? The loggers
Thinking about the age of the don't haul their logs through
area, it is noticeable that the res- town? No bars with swinging
toration of old buildings rather doors? No dancing girls, eh? Yes
than construction of new is the sir, it wasn't too long ago when
rule.
two of our boys opened that area
Iwandered aimlessly on Harvard up. Name?
Why Lewis and
Square and found myself in front Clark, who did you think Imeant?
of a tobacconist's shop which could
Oh, you attend a university ? Out
vie with any building in the area
there?
Seattle University? Named
appearance.
in antique
The name
was Leavitt and Pierce, established after an Indian chief, well I'll be!
something-09. Istrolled into the The Indians must be educating the
tobacconist's emporium intending white manin the Northwest.When
did they open the university?
to purchase a real Boston pipe,
Jesuits? Those Jesuits
and to smoke lustily before my 1891
chess-playing friends. Already I get there before the Marines, Ialways say. Well Iguess progress
could vision their envious glances.
Scrutinizing the vast pipe selec- has even reached the Northwest
tion in this shop, Iautomatically corner of our country," he comruled out about 85 per cent due mented as he looked out from beto a chronic ailment of mine, en- hind his ancient spectacles.
titled Insufficient Funds. Finally
Ileft the pipe shop as soon as
Idecided to spend my last mad- possible, with the offers of the
money and proceeded to write the clerk to mail me tobacco, should
Confucius say, "Wise student proprietor a check for a callabash it be difficult to get in Seattle,
study 'Famous Quotations' earn pipe; then the fun began!
still ringing in my ears.
large prize." But nobody did, so
"Just a minute, young man;
My experience in the pipe shop
"Famous Sayings" has the experts where is Peoples National Bank? reminds me of the anecdote told
stumped! There wereno complete- Isee, Washington. Hrn
Bank's of the two Boston spinsters who,
ly correct answers to the February way out there, eh. I'll have to see upon arrival from their world tour,
21 Quotations. Last week's prize more identification. From Seattle commented on the vast experience
of one dollar's worth of dry cleanOh
must be rough living thusly: "Oh, we left by Mattapan
ing from Five Point Cleaners will there, eh what? With those In- and arrived via Dorchester. What
be added to this week's offer of dians, Eskimos, loggers, eh.
more is there to say?"
two theatre tickets to theVenetian.
"Quotes" that stopped guessers: SODALITY:
1. "A man who lacks reliability
Is utterly useless." Confucius
2. "Ihave not yet begun to fight."
SYDNEEVOLTIN
John Paul Jones
3. "Damn the torpedoes
full
On March 6 we will observe Ash earlier and attending Mass, It will
speed ahead!" Farragut
4. "Rome was not built in a day." Wednesday, and with it the beginbecome an established habit one
Cervantes, "Don Quixote." ning of the Lenten season. Today not really difficult to continue even
5. "All for one and one for all." many take a negative attitude to- after Lent is past.
Alexander Dumas,
"The ward Lent and feel they must
On Holy Thursday, Our Lord
make a sacrifice during the six- spent the entire night in prayer
Three Musketeers."
Avoid the rush get your entries week period. This attitude is com- in the Garden of Gethsemane. He
in early! All answers must be sub- mendable but as much merit can knew He was about to die, and yet
mitted to the Spectator office by be earned by doing something He spent His last few hours on
1 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 28. "Quotes" extra instead of the traditional earth on His knees in prayer. Were
may be answered by either the "giving up."
all these prayers, all the anguish
author or the work.
True, Lent is a season of pen- which He suffered that night, for
New "Quotes":
ance, of great penance a season Himself? The answer must be a
1. "Religion is the opium of the when the entire Christian world most emphatic no! They were for
people."
prepares for the death of Jesus all men who ever had or ever
Christ and our subsequentredemp- would live. There were some of His
tion. But Lent should not be looked followers in the Garden with Him,
2. "Unto the pure all things are forward to with dread, or worse, but they soon grew drowsy and
fell asleep. They could not even
pure"
with indifference. Indeed, the Lenten season can and should be one "watch one hour." Let us hope
that we will be watchful. One ex3. "Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis of the most beautiful of the year, cellent way for us to achieve this
for
it
is
time
when
all
the
Chrisa
folly to be wise."
tian world stops for a moment to is by daily prayer, whether it be
reflect on the errors of the past, the rosary, especially the family
Holy Communion, or just
4. "A rose is a rose is a rose
." the temptations of the present, and rosary,
the unknowable future. For a your morning and night prayers.
change, this year, let us reflect on Another means is to stop between
classes for a moment at the chapel
5. "I regret that Ihave but one the positive side of Lent.
life to give for my country."
and pay homage to the ever-presIf, during Lent, one makes a ent Blessed Sacrament.
habit of getting up a half-hour
Christ, even though he was Ood,
had a deep respect and a sense of
responsibility toward His superiors. During Lent, why not prac-*
tice a Christ-like respect and sense
of responsibility toward your superiors, especially your teachers,
by making a solemn promise to
one who went to the dance, they would interfere they would have study harder, "cut" fewer classes,
will agree with me that very few, said so and we would have easily
and be more attentive during
if any, Vets were there. If the straightened everything out ahead class ?
sponsoring club cannot get any of time. But they didn't and I
None of these
support from their fellow members could see no reason why we ficult in itself, acts is really difbut through them
then they could cut down on the shouldn't entertain our guests
we can not only prepare ourselves
major expenses and hold the dance from east of the mountains. Ialso for our eternal redemption but also
at a smaller place for a smaller believe that about 90% of those be an example to others who do
crowd and thus save themselves students were under age and there- not realize how the season of Lent
from such a heavy loss. Ibelieve fore not entitled to go to the dance. should be commemorated.
that this was their "Third Anni- This doesn't include the many GonOnly 40 days is granted to preversary" dance and they wanted zaga students who attended parpare ourselves for the greatest
everyone to attend but were sadly ties of their own which some SU
miracle ever performed. Let's
disappointed, as was Iand the rest students also attended.
of the student officers. Ionly hope
So you see that we don't plan make the most of it.
that they get better support next events to be a loss. We try hard
time.
to encourage students to attend Dear Editor:
Picking flowers from another'
social functions put on by the
IbelieveIhad better clarify my- ASSU and its member organiza- garden or acquiring them from a
self here. Iam not slamming the tions. But the Vets' dances are vase in front of Our Lady's
Vets Club for having a bad night, private dances, and it is entirely are both immature acts of astatue
per
because that has happened to the up to them to encourage attend- son or persons who are supposed
best of the well-planned events. ance and we will always go out to have a higher
intellectual caliThey area very excellent club and of our
way to give them whatever ber than that of a child.The flowvery
leaders
and
are
capable
have
help we can. Let's hope it doesn't ers are placed in front of Our
always willing to give a helping happen
again,
we will try to Lady's statue in the hallway o
hand. Ido say that the heavy loss prevent it fromand
doing so.
the Chieftain Lounge at the exwas NOT due to a "lack of foreThanks very much for your in- pense of an individual. Furthersight" by myself or fellow officers.
terest in bringing to my attention more, they are placed there for a
As to the third event held by an event that has helped make me spiritual intention directed towarc
Marycrest, it was a spur-of-the- think a little more before acting Our Lady and not for the benefit
moment social if you say that a the next time.
of those persons who are unable
week fore-knowledge is a spur-ofto acquire flowers for their own
Sincerely yours,
the-moment. Ithink also that if
PAT GALBRAITH,
material need at a particular mothe Vets Club thought that it
ASSU Vice President.
ment.
ERNIE MAZZEI.

...

-

Photo by Jon

Arnt,

At Her Feet

At her feet a field of fallen snow,
white, it lay below.
Silent
empty
'Round her form the winds of Winter blow
Powdered stars of white, the falling snow.
An empty scene she knew.
At her feet once lay the fallen earth,
Peoples poor in hope and rich in worth,
Hearts void of God, full of lustful mirth,
'Waiting- and needing a Savior's birth.
An empty scene she knew.
Then, one blessed day, a bud broke through.
Blossomed there the Spring in richness hew.
Gone was all the empty scene she knew.
Mary brought the world its Savior true.
Now happiness she knew.

.. .

. ..

—WILLIAM McMENAMIN.

Thimk :

It's free

Two big musical events are on
the docket within the next two
weeks at Seattle University. This
evening Mv Sigma will present
their annual "Gems of Light
Opera," which has been a yearly
favorite of both students and outsiders. It is also one of my favorites because as a student Iget in
FREE.
A week from this coming Saturday, on March 9, Alpha Phi
Omega presents their second annual Barbershop Parade. Last
year's Parade was one of the outstanding entertainment events on
campus and all who attended were
thoroughly satisfied. The event
features barbershop quartets from
al! over the state and a few from
out-of-state also. The show last
year was stopped by a magnificent
performance by the Oswego Four
from Oswego, Ore., and the Rose
City Four of Portland Here also
a huge success.
On the lighter side we have the
annual Intramural All-Star Game
taking place next Tuesday evening
in the SU Gym at 8 p.m. This year
it will be staged for the benefit
of the Junior Prom Fund
" which
at the present is "hurtin' a bit.
A red-hot team composed of women students is all set to go against
the top intramural stars of the
men's league.
The referees slated to officiate
at the contest are Miss Janet
Hopps and Mr. Elgin Baylor. Miss
Hopps is a secretary at Seattle U
and Mr. Baylor is a student. (Unknowns were selected as officials
to alleviate any possibility of a
fix.)

A subscription drive will take
place soon, probably Friday, in
which someone will try to subscribe 25 cents from you. Inreturn
you will receive a round-trip airplane ticket to New York City for
lit ■ National Invitational Tournament. How about that!!! Where
else can you buy a round-trip to
New York for two-bits ?? ? Actually everyone won't get a ticket,
since they do cost a little more
than a quarter, but through a

OAKIE OAKSMITH
highly refined system of chance
selection (this is not a raffle) a
lucky subscriber will be chosen. Be
sure to get in on this amazing
offer! This offer will not be repeated again this year. The Chieftains will not go to the NIT again
this year either.
SEND ONE "FRUMPIES" BOX
TOP, ONE QUARTER, TOGETHER WITH YOUR NAME AND
ADDRESS TO:
PORTZEBIE
BOX 4224-17-49 A
MINOT, NO. DAKOTA

Letter to the Editor:

'Famous Sayings'
—
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A positive lent
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ASSU veep talks back

Dear Editor:
In the latest edition of the Spectator, there appeared on the editorial page an interesting- article
in which the ASSU office was
mildly blamed for a "lack of foresight." If there is to be a blame
for this "lack of foresight" then
Iaccept such, since Iam the officer in charge of student activities
here on campus. But before Iam
counted out Iwould liko to add a
few comments.
At the last Activity Board meeting the AWSSU president requested the date of February 15, 1957,
for this year's Valentolo. Also at
the same meeting, the Vets Club
requested the date of February 16
to hold their dance. Now when
they planned their dance for this
date, they were accepting it in the
complete fore knowledge that it
was a busy week end with a game,
dance and the rest.
As far as the loss is concerned,
we regret it as much as the Vets
Club does, for their interests are
our interests and we strive as
much as possible to help every club
to promote successful events. But
the main reason for the big loss
was not the ASSU but the Vets
Club members. If you talk to any-

...

...

—
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AllAboutYou
Co-eds at Marycrest can keep a
secret. The second floor gave
Laura Lee Mills a surprise birthday party recently.
Terry
O'Brien, sophomore education major, is to marry Bobby Helding,
junior business major, shortly
after Easter.
Itwas a surprise
to see Don C. Barrett scrambling
for a blue garter at the recent
wedding of Jo Ann DiJulio and
Jim Connors.
Carol Oliver, junior business
major, will marry Herbert Hochstattler, freshman electrical engineering major, on June 15.

...

...

...

Seattle University Spectator

" DEE DEE HOPKINS

Chamberlain!, former SU
mathematics major, and Louis Garantan, SU graduate, were married
on February 23.
Who knows, maybe one of these
days Ann Maloney will be a great
poet. She just finished her version
of the "Ballad of Cathleen, Who
Loved."
It was more than a gleam in
Mary Ellen Rochester's eyes when
Bill Wall placed the sparkling adamant on her third finger left hand.
It is surprising what people
find to do. Cathy O'Neill was

spreading redolent odors through
the Chieftain.
Five to six more
men students are needed to complete the group to tour Europe this
summer. See Father Logan.
Versatile Harry "Scotty" Anderson is currently appearing in a
comedy sketch as part of the "My
Fair Lady" show at a local dimeand-dance spot.
Senior Bob Larsen was overheard in the Chieftain the other
day greeting photographer Jon
Arnt as "the poor man's Yul
Brynner."

...

Mary

...

...

A code book

Something new has been added
in the Commerce and Finance Department. A venerable antique, Mr.
James Metcalfe's Code Book, has
been relegated to a dusty corner
after its many years of service. Its
tattered pages are at last resting
in undisturbed peace due to the
efforts of a few ambitious young

""

Official publication of the Associated Students of Seattle University. Published
weekly on Thursdays during the school year. Editorial and business offices at
Student Union Ilnilding,11th and Spring St., Seattle 22, Wash. Subscription rates,
$1.50 per year. Entered as third class matter.
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JUMBO LUNCHEON SPECIALS

C&F Note:

3

Ruby Stone

60c

. . . SU Seal and LA Building Engraved
Mounting

on Cold

"

Ladies, $25.50

The COTTAGE

(Federal

Men's, $34.00

and State Tax

included)

BROADWAY BOOKSTORE

1501 E. Madison St.

(Basement

THE RESTAURANT NEAR YOUR CAMPUS

of Science Building)

men.
The members of Pan Xenia, the
Foreign Trade honorary fraternity
are responsible for the Code Book
replacement. For two years students contributed to a special fund
"
which finally totaled $60.00

\%f

The new Code Book was presented to Mr. Metcalfe as a surprise recently and is now available
and being used by C&F instructors
and students.

A PHYSICIST AT IBM?"

111, MlBL.

"■-,

Five years ago, college senior Nick Hemmer asked himself this question.
Today, as AdministrativeAssistant to the Quality Control manager, Nick
reviewshis experienceat IBM and gives some pointers that may be helpful
*o you in taking the first, most important step in your careeras a physicist.
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or of the properties
tion of alloys
of metals, such as the resistivity of

"Iwas tremendouslyimpressed,"says
Nick, "by my first plant tour. When
you go through the facilities— meet
the men and get an idea of the problems theyhandle— you can't helpbut

germanium. Then, there are the important 'analysis of failure' and
reliabilitystudies, in which you seek
to determine, for example, the 'life

become interested. Add the friendly,
informal work atmosphere,and you
know right off the bat these people
have a story to tell."

Enjoy the First
of the

SPRING DRESSES
Luscious Colors!

Terry Avenue
Gown Shop
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How about f urther study?
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Nick came to IBM in 1951 with a
B.S.in physics. He started as a Technical Engineer-in Test Equipment
Engineering-working on an analog
bombing system. When that project
moved from the Endicott to the
Poughkeepsieplant,Nick followed it,
becomingfirst an Associate Engineer,
then a Project Engineer.As the lat-

1012 MADISON

Close to Your Campus
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ter, he workedon IBM s first transisN

Want cash for a car or other
personal needs? You can get
it at LEE LOAN, your Stateregulated consumer finance
company—just as thousands
of others have in the past
30 years in Seattle. Personal
consideration, prompt, cour-

teous attentionalways, at this
friendly, convenient downtown office. For extra fast
service call in advance
MAin 2914.
Hours: Mon. 9 to 8, Tues. thru
Fri. 9 to 5:15. Sat. 9 to 12Noon
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DOUGLAS BUILDING
4th & UNION * MA. 2914
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ELECTRICTYPEWRITERS
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Nick has been instrumental in
encouragingmany collegephysics
majore to come to IBM "I find
they K lnterested ln Questions like
these," he says: "How would you go
about determining the 'life' of electrons in transition from the valence
to the conduction band?" Or, in the
manufactureof magnetic inks, "How
can the grain size of the iron content
be controlled
or its viscosity regulated over wide temperature ranges?
How would you control the concen-
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sound numbers.
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vancement at IBM, Nick says, "The
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"The problems of Quality Control
in this business are endless," Nick
reports "and fascinating tothe physlcist. There s process control— of the
manufacture of components such as
transistors and cores
of the contents of a gas
of the concentricity
of an etch solution
of the diffrac-

"
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What an IBM
ohviicitt does
What
IBM physicist

DATA PROCESSING
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moted toAdministrativeAssistant to
the Quality Control manager, Nick
now concerns himself with the fundamental operationsand
~ policies
„ of this
j.
Quality Control is
450-man division.
responsible for the performance of
IBM's vast array of business machines— from simple sorters and
punches to the "electronic brains."
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or in the estimation of tolerances, or
Htading up Quality Engineering
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deposit of glass on X-ray tubes to
arc-suppression, or gaseous electron-

, ,

Nick has taken ful1 advanta e of
IBM's extensiveeducationalfacilities
to get ahead atIBM.He took at least
one course each semester on subjects
within his immediate work areacourses on digital and analog cornputergand on their components such
as cores and transistors. He found
time to take management courses as
well. «if you want opportunity for
study,"Nick says, "IBMwill provide
all you want."

est effect on the equipment involved.

HHMI
,

tration and concentricity of colloidal
solutions?" "Present a job in terms
of actual problems," believes Nick,
"and you'll get the man's interest—
for it'shis career and his future that
have top priority."

" MILITARY PRODUCTS

"

IBM hopes tha.*,this me« sa8e will help to
give you aome 'deaof whatIf.hke to be
a physicist at IBM. There are equal opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'s, mathematicians and LiberalArts majors inIBM's
many divisions— Research, Manufacturin8 Engineering, Sales and Technical
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ran suppl our latest brochure and tell
you when IBM will next interview on
your campus. Meanwhile, our Manager
of Engineering Recruitment, Mr. R. A.
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"Rabbit" Nets 51 in SU Win Papooses Face Buchan
Elgin "Rabbit" Baylor and Lloyd
"Horse" Murphy turned in a show
Tuesday night that matches and
surpasses anything that Seattle
sports-fans have seen in many a
day, and will probably never see
the likes of it again.
That is, unless the "Rabbit" and
the "Horse" team up again to present an even hotter show.
As the final gun sounded in a
jam packed Civic Auditorium, the
Scoreboard read SU 105 and Portland 95.
The Chiefs shot a fabulous 62%,
while the hot Pilots countered on
51% of their attempts. Baylor tied
Johnny O'Brien's collegiate scoring record of 51 points. He accomplished this feat with 14 field
goals and 17 free tosses.
During the half time Dick
Stricklin was awarded a trophy
and made honorary Captain of the
year. Dick celebrated his night by

By DON HARRIS
matching the number on his jersey
by tossing in 31 points and playing
a tremendous game on the boards.
He was retired in the third period
with five personal fouls. Dick is
about the most tinptiblicized eager
on the squad for his ability. But
this does not seem to bother Dick
as he continues turning in his
usual sterling performance.
The ball game was tied three
times and Portland was ahead 3432 at one time, this however was
short-lived as the Chiefs put on
the pressure and ran the lead up
to 16 points.
Following Baylor and Stricklin
in the scoring department were
Murphy with 14, Saunders 9, Parenti 6, and Jim Harney with 2.
High for the Pilots was Wally
Panel with 22, followed closely by
Gene Kutsch with 21. Kutsch
scored 16 of his 21 in the second
half. Scrivens was also in the run-

—

—

Intramural Race Tightens
By JIM KIZER
The Los Gatitos remained on top
of the National League by defeating their close second place team,
Palominos. The final count was
24. Phil Contreras led the Los
titos with 13 points. Jack Serwold, second place scorer in the
intramural league, failed to spark
the Palominos by only contributing
6 points for his team. Mike Sullivan was high-pointer for the Palominos with 9 points.
A brighter future was in store
for the Palominos. Five days later
they defeated the George's Boys,
48-36. The George's Boys, giving
stubborn resistance, were still unable to stop the onsurging- drive
of the Palominos in their quest for
victory. Sullivan was again high
for the Palominos with 14 points.
Hero for the George's Boys was
Mike Drumm, booming in six field
goals and six free throws for a
total of 18 points.
The George's Boys went down
in a fighting defeat to the Mechanical Engineers. The Mechanical Engineers' two chief scorers were Jim
Storeno andDave Kiel, with 13 and
14 points, respectively. The Mechanical Engineers maintained the
lead from the first quarter. Mike
Drunun and Ron Vandermoor both

ti

had 8 points for the George's Boys.
Other games played in the past
week were Champagne Charlies vs.
Bears, 49-31; Vet's Club and Outsiders, 38-27; and the Syndicate
against IGP's, 52-25. In these three
games the three top scorers were
Gary Schaab (14), Buzz Ziel (10)
and Bob Mackin (16).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TOP FIVE SCORERS
Jim Storeno, 105, Mech. Engrs.
Jack Serwold, 104, Palominos.
Jack Eyler, 88, Los Gatitos.
Andy Tracey, 87, Los Gatitos.
Gary Schaab, 81, Champagne
Charlies.

ning with 16. Armstrong had 15,
and Zapp hit 8, six of which came
from the free throw line.
It was the Chiefs' 21st victory in
23 College starts.

IGP's Top Bowling
By MARY JO

VARSITY BOWLING
Attention, all who are interested
in forming a Varsity Bowling
team! There will be an important
meeting in the Student Union
Lounge on Monday, March 4, at
1 p.m. If there is anyone interested, who cannot attend this
meeting, please contact Al Berg
at CApitol 4968.

.
.

Lost
0
2
2
2
4
6
7

..

By FRANK PIRO
players who are preserving their
The Buchan Bakers can wrap up eligibility
Fred Gockel, Bell Rajtheir first undefeated season in cich and Bob McKillip; and posNorthwest League play tonight in sibly Jerry Frizzell, a starter on
their season finale with Seattle's last year's varsity who now plays
for Val Kirk's Pharmacy.
Papooses at Brougham Pavilion.
The Bakers, already set for the
Add your ten freshmen, and
defense of their national AAU you've got a situation that's far
championship at Denver in March, from settled. Of all the Papooses,
will be at full strength tonight. Don Ogorek has the best chance
They will possibly feature even of stepping into the starting linemore power in the guard positions, up. His main competition will come
now that Doyle Perkins has come from Thornton Humphries and
into his own. Perkins rang up 26 Sweet Charlie who won't be easy
points Monday night as the Bread- to beat out.
men throttled Westside Ford and
K. C. Jones.
For the SU Frosh, their only
chance for victory appears to be
The SU ROTC basketball team
an "extra-big- night" by at least
one of their three top scorers. Don
defeated the UW Air Force ROTC
Ogorek, record holding freshman in a hard-fought contest, 54-47, at
center, John Kootnekoff and Don Hec Edmundson Pavilionon ThursPiasccki have been the only con- day, Feb. 21, 1957. The SU Cadets,
sistent point-makers for the Pa- playing without two of their regpooses; although Frank Barnes has ular squad, Jim Connors and Ed
shown improvement with every Kelly, came up with their best
game of the season in defeating
game.
Next year's competition for po- the taller AF ROTC team, who
sitions on the Seattle varsity will have been rated as the "team to
be tough on all the freshmen. Only beat" in the forthcoming UW
one varsity letterman, Dick Strick- ROTC Invitational Tournament,
lin, will be graduated and that will won by the SU team last year.
leave perhaps 26 men to be fighting
Score at halftime was 24-23, with
for the ten and possibly twelve SU on top. Sparked by the second
half play of Gary Miller, Bob
places on the team.
There will be the three Midwest Lydum and Dick O'Leary, the SU
transfers
Sweet Charlie Brown, Cadets increased their margin,
John Stepan and Jude Petrie; threew:inning by seven.

R.O. Defeats U.W.

-
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AMERICAN LEAGUE

Won
ROTC
8
!, Champagne Chas.
8
i. Dukes
6
6
Syndicate
i. Amoebas
3
3
i. IGP's
1
'. Bears

PARADIS

The IGP's just won't give up
first place in the Intramural Bowling league. They are still on top,
followed by the Holy Rollers, Castle's Cusses, the Specs and the
Fearless Five. In the individual
averages, Al Berg leads with 173,
but Dick O'Brien and John Broell
are not far behind. Among the
women, the battle for first place
is still on between Ty Jacoby and
Grace Orchard, with Shirley Ebner
in third.
This Friday the top five co-eds,
men and fathers in this Intramural
League will bowl their respective
opponents from Gonza°:a by mail.

In Last Battle of
"57'
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We'd like to explain the
engineering career advantages :
i
0YOU in becoming a
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Fast, Quality Service

IMASTER CLEANERS I
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Discounts to Seattle U. Students
Formals a Specialty
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convair-pomona inSouthern California is the first fully-integrated missile plant in the U.S. Here the Navy's
terhier supersonic missile is designed
andbuilt. You, as a graduate engineer,
can build an outstanding career in electronics andmissiles systems
at convaih
' i ..i
pomona. You will work
with the most

..

..

,ii

modern electronic equipment known.
You will,
work with thekindof friendly,
,'
r
informedengineer-scientistgroups that
are pacing the advance into outer
space. And you will live where the
climate and opportunities for spacious
country living are unsurpassed in
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for an appointment
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with representatives from
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your Placement Officer
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CONVAIR POMONA
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America.

HOW PRACTICAL IS MOONLIGHT?
Thebookworm said, "A moonlight night
Is apt to be a worthwhile sight,
But after you're through with it
What can you do with it?"
MORAL: Plenty,chum! Open up
your libidoandlet insome
moonlight. Take your pleasure

...
...

smoke Chesterfield King.

BIG
With that big size and that big
taste
it's the smoothest tasting
smoke today 'cause it's packed
more smoothlyby ACCU'RAY.

tike your pleasureBIG?
A ChetterfleldKing hot EverythingI
$60for each philosophicalverse accepted for publication. Chesterfield, P.O.Box 21, New York 46, N.V
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ADVANCEDDEGREES canbeearned
while a full-time employee of
convair pomona. Salariesand
benefits compare with the
highest in private industry
anywherein the country.

—

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT
convair pomona is housed
in the newest kind of airconditionedplant.Research
and Development facilities are
mannedby top-levelpeople.

CALIFORNIA LIVING close to

Modernhomes with swimming
pools are within easy price
range. Year-round outdoor
sports and recreation.

:

<% CONVAIR f

;

POMONA CALIFORNIA

"

"

mountains, desert, seashore.

pomona

,

CONVAIR IS A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
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By WALLY FLANNERY
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Coeds Win
2 Out of 3

Seattle University's women's
basketball team won two out of
three games in a Basketball Sports
Day at the University of Washington last week end. Ten colleges
from Western Washington and the
University of British Columbia
Seattle
competed.
University
snowed the University of British
Columbia with a score of 24-4, lost
to Central Washington College of
Education, 28-8, and copped their
final game from Skagit Valley
Junior College with an impressive
45-13 win.
Team members included Barbara
Kievat, Valeric Fernandes, Barbara Blood, Judy Wilmarth, Pat
Pavelka, Pat Dennehy, Michele
Mulherin, Pat Luosey, Joan Prendergast, Cathy Chihara, Sydell
Kulczycki, Joyce Bowker, Lola
Hibben and scorekeeper Nancy
BILL WALL
Plumb.
Another New Jersey gift to SeThe team wishes to express Its
attle U's basketball power is Bill appreciation to
Mr. Page and the
Wall.
Athletic Department for the new
After playing high school ball uniforms, which were worn for the
at Allentown High in Freehold,
first time at the tournament and
N. J., Bill decided to come West
on which the team said it received
and lend his talents to Seattle.
numerous compliments. The uniThe 6-ft. 2-in., 200-lb. sopho- forms consist of red, white and
to
the
more was a valuable asset
green plaid Bermuda shorts and
'55- 56 Papooses, and this year is white blouses.
proving himself to be a consistThe women's all-star team will
ently dependable member of the battle it out with the men in this
tournament-bound Chieftains.
year's All-Star Classic on Tuesday,
A good rebounder and defensive March 5, in the Seattle U gym.
ball-player, Bill is a good man to
have around in the clutch. He
could easily make the starting five
of any other team around, but with
All-America candidate Baylor and
Dick Stricklin on the same roster
he hasn't had much of a chance
to show himself.
Nevertheless, when the need for
You Just Hit 'Em
hustle and aggressiveness arises.
We'll Chase 'Em
Wall is always out there. He is
constantly striving and improving;
lately he has been perfecting an
Golf Driving Range
outside, one-hand set shot.
Professional Instructions
Group or Private
The 23-year-old forward is ma4101 Beacon
MU. 6104
joring in marketing, and plans on
a career "job" with the Army.

5

All-star Game Tues. R.O.Riflem'nWin,
—

Girls Stop lowa

The lineups:
Female Barbara Kievat, Capt. ;
Valeric Fernandes, Pat Pavlka,
Last week both the ROTC and
Judy Wilmarth, Barbara Blood, Women's rifle teams "shot" themCathy Chihara, Pat Luosey, Pat selves into the win column over
Dennehy, Michele Mutherim, Joyce opponents in the Big Ten area. The
Everyone remembers the laughs Bowker, Lola Hibbon, Sydell KulSU Women's team defeated the
they received from the Faculty- cycki and Jeanne Bramble.
State
University of lowa.
game
Alumni
last year and this
Team members are John Prenone is billed to cause an even bigMale Bob Lydum, Gary Miller,
ger riot. Last year in one of the Ed Kelly, Jack Sirwold, Pat Gal- dergast. Diane Johnson, Claudia
most memorable games in Seattle braith, Maurie Galbraith, Fernando Jacoby, Veronica Janicki and Mary
Ann Huray. The ROTC riflemen
U intramural history, the Male All- Amorteguy, Phil Contreras, John
Stars defeated the Women All- Koval, Dick Holler, Jim Sterno and defeated the University of Wisconsin. Team members were Gerald
Stars, 37-32, before some 550 stu- Dick Naish.
Pospisil, Ferdinand Reichlin, Freddents.
eric Ackenhausen, Robert Barry
Ithas not yet been revealed just
and David Moore.
what handicap will plague the male SEATTLE U FIGHT SONG
cagers. The handicap last year was
Let's give a cheer for Seattle,
boxinggloves. Coach-player "Trou- Old Seattle U.
bles O'Brien" put on a show that Carry the fight for the Chieftains,
just wouldn't stop. There was ev- They will win for you,
erything from a left jab to unkind Over the foe we're victorious,
words directed at the referees.
More vict'ries to your name,
REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE
Janet Hopps, who is coaching Let's give a cheer,
the women this' year, was high For the whole gang is here
Ground Floor, Piedmont Bldg.
with 22 points. John Koval was To cheer you,
ELiot 5595
1215 SENECA
high for the males with 14.
Seattle U!
Pat Dennehy, who is back to
play again this year, was the ball"
handler for the Women.
Home of the Big Juicy
Referees this year will be Tom
Page and that fabulous personality, Rev. Michael Toulouse, S.J.
The proceeds will go to the JuniorSenior Prom, and there will be
halftime entertainment with refreshments. Admission will be a
15th and E. Madison
mere 35p, so the whole student
body is expected to attend.
By DON HARRIS

The annual Intramural All-Star
will be held in the Seattle University gym Tuesday, March 5, at 8
p.m.

—
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BEEF BURGER

MARYLAND FREEZE

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD

—

Jefferson Park

B-45 America'sfirst four engine jet bomber

T-2S Worthy successor to the worldfamousAT-6

F-M The SabreJet that turned the tide in theKorean War F-S6O America'sfirst all-weather, one-maninterceptor

F-100

America'sfirst operationalsupersonicfighter

Engineers, scientists, physicists, mathematicians...

LIKE TO HELP WITH THE NEXT ONE?
COPYRIGHT 1997 THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

Dorit just sit there!
You'll enjoy today'scopy of this publication
much more if you'll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

(Naturally, we'd be happier, too!)

{Qr

The North American airplanes of the
future will come from the creativepotentialof today's young men.Possibly you—
or members of your graduating class—
will help to engineer them. One thing is
certain. They will have to be the best to
merit the space reserved alongside the
famous North American planespictured
in this ad.
Designing thebest airplanes tomeet the
demands of the future is the challenging
work NorthAmerican offers to graduate

engineers and to specialists in other sciences. If you want to work on advanced
projects right from the start enjoy recognition and personal rewards live
and work inSouthern California then
join North American's outstanding engineering team.
See your Placement Officer today to
arrange for an appointment with North
American Engineering representative*
.they will be on campus on:

...

...

...

..

MARCH 6

If you arenot available at this time,please write:
Dept. Col, Engineering Personnel Office,
North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 45, California

sign

of good taste

INC.^k

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION.
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Korean Student
Plans Recital
A piano recital will be presented
on Sunday, March 3, at 3:30 p.m.
in the Chieftain Lounge by Young
Ja Kirn, a Korean music student.
Young is a pupil of Mr. Walter
Aklin and is the daughter of a
Korean government official.
The program includes: Italian
Concerto, Bach; Appassionata, Op.
57, Beethoven; Spinning Song,
Mendelssohn; Liebestraum and
Dance of the Gnomes, Liszt; and
Arabesque by Debussy.
Also on the program will be
Etude in C by Chopin and Ballade
G by Chopin.

Campus Interviews Set
EDUCATION
Mr. Aubrey H. Simons, assistant
superintendent of the Pomona,
Calif., school district, will hold interviews for elementary and junior
high positions on Wednesday,
March 13, in the morning. Applicants should make arrangements
with the Education Department.
STATE PERSONNEL

Representatives of the Washington State Personnel Board will be

Monday, March 4, is the
date students can withdraw from
a class. The student must be passing the course in order to with-

—

draw.

REGISTRAR.

HOLY HOUR

There will be a Holy Hour
in the student chapel at noon
today in preparation for First
Friday.

THEATRE

On Capitol HUI

work, accounting, bacteriology, agriculture, biology, personnel, recreation, nursing and statistics.

A large number of openings are
available for graduates with a BA
or a BS in any major. Students
individual
interviews
desiring
should contact the Placement
Office.

M
1

rianon S 31106 Kenewin
1006 MADISON
SE. 9266
First-Class Shoe Shines
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Patronize Our Advertisers!!

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FR. 4410

Next to Chieftain Cafe

Broadway at Madison

Why Take Chances?
For a good hot breakfast
or dinner platter at
easy-on-the-budget
prices
Come to

Artificial Flowers

vJsLLl*^^

Next to 5 Point Cleaners

*1*** «
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Law Club will meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday night in the Conference
Room. The time change is due to
the "Gems" production.
" "
♥

The AWSSU officers will be atconvention of
Associated Women Students to be
held on Friday, March 1, and Saturday, March 2, on the University
of Washington campus. Cathy Corbett, Joan Bailey, Lynne O'Neill
and Pat Dennehy will represent
Seattle U.
tending the state
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Waiting

1532 BROADWAY
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Pine)

Catholic Gift Headquarters

Kaufer Co.
1904 Fourth

PinDin

Irving peterson.

mrs. frank oLiveß.
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H. Y. STATE COLL. POR TEACHERS

WHAT IS AN ANTEROOM IN AN
ENGLISH POLICE STATION?

Aye.

Lanky Yankee

tiANcm

chrisiophir.
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Scanty Ante

DOMINICAN COLLISE

WHAT WOULD A SOUTH SEA ISLANDER
USE TO WASH WINDOWS?
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LIGHT REPAIRS
WHEEL BALANCING
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SPECTATOR MAILING
Students are reminded that
SPECTATORS can't be mailed
by them by using the below
mail permit. Please place your
edition in a stamped envelope
or it will not be delivered.
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CIGARETTES

MESSAGE to Botany majors: today's lesson is easy. No
spore lore, plant cant or stalk talk. Just the fact that
Luckies' fine tobacco is A-l Puff Stuff! This information
won't help you graduate, but it'll cue you to the best
smoking you ever had. You see, fine tobacco means
nothing but
better taste. A Lucky isall fine tobacco
,,
, ,
.
,
mild, good-tastmg tobacco that s TOASTED to taste
even better Why" settte for less? You'll say a Lucky is
il. L
ill
(lie best-tasting cigarette youever smoked!
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WHAT IS A PALE ROMEO?

DRESSMAKING and Alterations. Pickup and delivery.
FR. 9945
Mrs. Young
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Fiji Squeegee

/luckylis
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CLASSIFIED
Private Lessons, $2.00
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HAIRCUTS?

(Across from Student Union Bldg.)

LEARN TO DANCE

o»vid mowry.
lOWA STATE COLLEGE

FROM WHOM DO SAILORS GET

11th and East Madison

Special for S.U. Students

Bobby Lobby

eichler.

NORTH TEXAS STHTE COLL
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Elsie's Chieftain Cafe

lU«JV^I^I «J
Near Campus and Marycrest
For Your Convenience —We Gift-Wrap and Mail Gifts
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JUST ARRIVED
1219 Modison
WIL^ON'^
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5 POINT CLEANERS

and Jewelry
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Special Rates to Faculty and Students

Member of K. of C. and St. Joseph's Parish
We buy direct from the cutters and are located out of the high-rent district. Lower
costs for us, lower costs for you.
Additional 20% Discount to S.U. Students

Spring

EAst 5050
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FRANK KIEFNER
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NOW
Bert Lancaster, Ava Gardner in
"THE KILLER"
and
Richard Conte, Colleen Gray in
"SLEEPING CITY"

Diamonds Never Before Individually Owned
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SPECS

T

on campus March 8 at 10 a.m. in
the Conference Room. Positions
which are available include social

512 Broadway N.

OFFICIAL NOTICE last

Most of Your Life ls Spcn
'"> Your Shoes
TAKE CARE OF THEM

\#ENETIAK|

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

Do youliketo shirk work?Here'ssome easymoney
start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for everyStickler
we print— and for hundreds more that never get
used.Sticklers are simpleriddles with two-wordrhyming answers.
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with your name, address, college
aBs to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
and cl
■~

LuckiesTaste
Better
...
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER
JwW«»-CWtO«rty AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES
©A. T. Co. PRODUCT OF (/»

